CAMBO PANORAMA LEVEL HEAD type WRS-333

The Panorama Level Head WRS-333 replaces the original Wide RS mount using both studs (A). The Level Head can be fine-levelled with 3 individual thumbscrews (B), 2 for horizon and 1 for perpendicular setting.

The Head with Camera can be rotated 360 degrees. The pre-selector switch (C) can be set to three different fixed intervals with indents, the pre-selections are: 2 (180°), 12 (30°) and 16 (22.5°). Any position in the range 0-360° can be locked with the knob (D).

The WRS Level Head also features a Spigot Mount (E) at the front to facilitate any accessory of your choice such as lens shades, flags or sun shades, the Spigot locks with knob (F).

Technical specification can be changed without notice.